The next generation of shockwave technology is now exclusively at Limitless Male Medical to treat erectile dysfunction. LimitlessPulse™ Focused Wave technology is designed to target more and deeper blood vessels than traditional ESWT for improved, longer-lasting results.

If you suffer from erectile dysfunction, premature ejaculation, or just want to achieve better erections for performance, LimitlessPulse™ Focused Wave Therapy is a clinically proven, cutting-edge procedure that’s safe, even for men with pre-existing conditions.

This new treatment focuses on one of the root causes of ED, reduced blood flow to the penis. LimitlessPulse™ Focused Wave Therapy produces high-energy, acoustic pressure focused waves that are delivered in the electromagnetic spectrum throughout the entire focal zone.

This “focused shockwave” deeply penetrates penile tissue (up to 3x deeper than previous models) to help restore and rebuild blood vessels in the penis. This increased blood flow helps create stronger and longer-lasting erections which helps improve your sex life, relationships, and confidence.

If you suffer from any of the following conditions, you may be a candidate for LimitlessWave Focused Therapy if you:

- have not found success with various oral ED treatments.
- are limited to treatment options due to underlying health risks.
- have an inability to achieve or maintain firmness during intercourse.
- have signs of Peyronie’s Disease.

**Potential Benefits of Limitless Pulse***

- LimitlessPulse™ focused shock waves penetrate deeper targeting more and deeper blood vessels. Providing longer-lasting results, with minimum maintenance vs older ESWT machines.
- No anesthesia needed for the procedure
- Treatment time is less than 15 minutes. (50% less)
- Improved sexual performance
- Increased desire, sensation and pleasure
- Increased circulation for a healthier organ
- Better, healthier sex and orgasms
- Enhance erections
- Harder, stronger, and more sustainable erections
- More spontaneous erections
- Results can last significantly longer than previous models
- Reduced need for pharmaceutical ED treatments
- Enjoy sexual relations the day of the procedure
- Increased benefits when combined with other erectile dysfunction treatments
- Non-pharmaceutical, non-surgical treatment option

*Results vary based on medical condition and age.

**Combination Therapy**

Using LimitlessPulse™ Focused Wave Therapy treatments in conjunction with PRP (Platelet-Rich Plasma) Therapy can greatly enhance and increase your results and may be recommended by your provider based on the amount of penile tissue and blood vessel damage. LimitlessPulse™ opens the blood vessels, while PRP provides the repair and regeneration of damaged tissue.

6 initial treatments of LimitlessPulse™ are recommended and 4 PRP. Follow-up and maintenance treatments may be recommended.

Ask your provider if LimitlessPulse™ Focused Wave Therapy is right for you.